Nowhere eise, perhaps, does Chaucer use with more consuinate skill the subtle connotations of words and phrases than in bis portraiture of the Prioress. His delicate irony -of the rare strain that has its roots in the perfect merging of artistic detachment with humorously sympathetic comprehension -is nowhere more pervasive; and the hovering of the worthy lady's spirit between "love celestiall" and "chere of court" is depicted with unerring art. And the key of the whole is set at once by the famous second line.
For (it is perhaps worth noting) not only this line but the entire description is steeped in reminiscences of the poetry of courtly love, and to the readers of Chaucer's day must have carried nuances which we, whose familiär reading is not theirs, are apt to miss. Even we, of course, cannot fail to catch certain salient points. The exquisite incongruity of the gentle nun's self-chosen name; 1 ) the flash of association from the rehearsal of her dainty manners to the distinctly more mundane than pious intent of precisely these same manners s enjoined (among other things) with due zest by La Vieille; 1 ) and the happy ambiguity of the motto of the brooch*) -touches like these are manifest enough. Less obvious, perhaps, is the art of the five lines in which the Prioress's features are described -every detail of which might have come from any fourteenth Century lover's description of his mistress.
3 ) Such descriptions, indeed, the lines must inevitably have recalled. And no less noteworthy than the skill with which they suggest still youthful flesh Quant set que j'ai dolor si grant Que nuit ne jor ne fine? Or n'i sai medecine Se plus atent." Raynaud, Recueil de motets fr., I, 175-76 (no. clvii). Or this:
Bele Aiglentine en roial chamberine devant s dame cousoit une chemise. Ainc n'eil so t mot quant bone amor l'atise. or orrez ja Conment la bele Aiglentine esploitaand so on through tbe romance of "Bele Aiglentine et li quens Henris", in Bartsch (Altfr. Romanzen und Pastourellen, and blood behind the well-pinched wimple is the restraint which forgoes the remainder of the inevitable inventory, and leaves the Prioress charmingly human, without a Suggestion of the sensuous.*) In a word, not only in his account of the amiable foibles of the Prioress herseif, but in his own choice of words and phrases, Chaucer suggests the delightfully imperfect submergence of the woman in the nun. And his "simple and coy", äs it happens, is by no means the least effective touch.
For this phrase too belongs to the stock-in-trade of fourteenth Century love poetry, and its associations are not without their interest. Too little attention, certainly, has been paid to Chaucer's individual use of conventional phraseology, and obviously conventions must be recognized äs such before the individuality of their employment can be feit. Not only, then, for the particular interest of the phrase itself, but also äs an indication of what might be done in other more important cases, an examination of the contemporary usage of "simple and coy" is perhaps worth while.
2 ) At all events, it may serve to exemplify the qualities of a poetic diction beside whose deadly yet fascinating monotony that of the eighteenth Century is kaleidoscopic in its variety. Yet arnazing äs the Jargon is, it has its spell, and one comes in the end to snatch a fearful joy in the settled assurance of the sort of thing predestined to confront one when the next page i s turned. For, given certain familiär contexts, one may äs securely count on the probable appearance (for instance) of *) Compare even Christine de Pisan's matter-of-course continuation of the description quoted above (from 11,204), with its detailed account of mentonnet, gorgete, poitrin, tetins, braz, corsellet, hanches, rains, ventre, jambes, pios -and add, of course, Chaucer's own description of the Duchesse Blanche. Nowhere did the mediaeval predilection for interminable catalogues revel inore at large than in the conventional registers of feminine charms, and Chaucer's reserve in this case meant more than similar restraint today. *) Few collectanea, lam inclined to think, would be of more value for the study of Chaucer than one which should give, for a hundred or so carefully selected words and phrases, a sufficient number of passages in which they occur (from contemporary French äs well äs English literature) to make it possible to feel their associations -a matter quite äs important äs the mere reconstruction of their definitions. a "simple et coie" äs one relies on this or that plant turning up in its due environment. And Chaucer's use of the phrase is racy with the flavor of its soil.
Simple alone, it may be noted first, is one of the commonest words in the vocabulary of the "lovers that can make of sentement". Chaucer's use of it in the Book of the Duchesse is typical enough:
And whiche eyen my lady hadde! Debonair, goode, glade and sadde, Simple, of good mochel, noght to wyde. 2 ) Compare, for the association of simple with a dove, the account of Franchise in the Roman de l a Rose: Et fu simple comme uns coulons (ed. Michel, 1. 1204; cf. ME. Fragment A, 1.1219); and also the jealous husband to his wife: Ge voi que vous estes plus simple En cel sorcot, eil cele guimple, Que torterele ne coulons (ed. Michel, 
